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ABSTRACT
Crowd-based multi-media documents such as screencasts have
emerged as a source for documenting requirements of agile soft-
ware projects. For example, screencasts can describe buggy scenar-
ios of a software product, or present new features in an upcoming
release. Unfortunately, the binary format of videos makes traceabil-
ity between the video content and other related software artifacts
(e.g., source code, bug reports) difficult. In this paper, we propose
an LDA-based feature location approach that takes as input a set
of screencasts (i.e., the GUI text and/or spoken words) to establish
traceability link between the features described in the screencasts
and source code fragments implementing them. We report on a
case study conducted on 10 WordPress screencasts, to evaluate the
applicability of our approach in linking these screencasts to their
relevant source code artifacts. We find that the approach is able
to successfully pinpoint relevant source code files at the top 10
hits using speech and GUI text. We also found that term frequency
rebalancing can reduce noise and yield more precise results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software traceability, i.e., the process of establishing bi-directional
links among software artifacts, has many applications in the soft-
ware maintenance domain, such as change impact analysis, docu-
mentation, requirements coverage, verification and validation [40].
Feature location is a form of traceability that automatically discov-
ers links between features in the source code and different software
artifacts, such as requirements [2]. Depending on the maturity of
the software development process and the life-cycle model being
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used, these links are often created by people who directly contribute
to the project development.

However, the importance of formal documentation and therefore
traceability in agile development is debated amongst practition-
ers [12]. Open source and agile developmentmostly focus on system
functionality and informal documentation in the form of bug or
issue tracking repositories, emails, source control repositories and
crowd-based mult-imedia documents (e.g., screencasts and videos).
Crowd-based multi-media documents are created by people who
are not necessarily direct project contributors, and especially have
become widely accepted by the open source community, to the
point where open source projects have started to make how-to
videos (“screencasts”) an integrated part of their documentation.
For example, WordPress [46] encourages its users and contributors
to create new how-to videos [47] that describe certain use-case
scenarios or features. Some users even enrich their bug reports via
a screencast [8] to exactly demonstrate how to reproduce the bug.

An essential aspect of software traceability, and hence feature
location, is not only the creation of links, but also the need for
these links to evolve as their source artifacts evolve, in order to
ensure the consistency of these links [22]. Existing research in
feature location and link evolution mainly focuses on techniques
for locating system functionalities in the source code based on some
available high-level description of a system’s functionality, such
as source code comments, use-case scenarios, mailing lists, bug
reports, etc. Once identified, this information is used to support
various maintenance tasks such as, localizing bugs described in bug
reports [25, 26], source code navigation [14], or to support software
immigrants in comprehending the core functionalities of a software
system [14].

In contrast, the field of mining (crowd-based) multi-media docu-
mentation is very young [27, 28], with no existing work on feature
location from multi-media documentation. This is an emerging
problem, since more and more open source projects have substan-
tial crowd-generated multi-media documentation that needs to
keep up with the rapidly evolving code base. A key challenge for
linking multi-media documentation to other software artifacts is
the abstraction gap between those artifacts and the information
provided by the screencasts. Multi-media documentation delivers
content in the form of voice and video (images), while traditional
software artifacts mostly deliver content in some form of textual
representation.

Hence, in this paper, we present an approach that leverages both
audio (i.e., speech) and visual cues (i.e., GUI) from screencasts to
locate relevant features in the source code of the corresponding
software application. The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a methodology of source code feature loca-
tion that takes advantage of content presented in screencast
videos.

• We perform an empirical evaluation of our approach on
screencasts created by the WordPress community.
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• We empirically compare the impact of different information
sources extracted from screencasts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lays
out the motivation and research questions of our work. Section
3 describes our research methodology, data, and data extraction
techniques. Section 4 presents the setup of our case study, followed
in Section 5 by answers to our research questions obtained through
the case study. Section 6 discusses threats to validity, while Section
7 compares our work with related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2 MOTIVATION
Popular open source software systems such as Firefox, Eclipse or
WordPress, have numerous how-to videos (“screencasts”) available
online. For example, screencasts exist that explain how to use a new
feature, document an observed bug, or even provide a workaround
for a known problem. While such screencasts demonstrate buggy
scenarios or workarounds, developers who want to resolve such
bugs or integrate the described workarounds into the application
still need to manually trace the screencast content to the applica-
tion’s source code. Our work aims to help developers in tracing
such features described in screencast content to source code, by
automatically recommending source code files that are related to
the implementation of these features.

For example, Sara, a new contributor to WordPress, wants to
customize WordPress for her own usage, by adding an additional
menu option (Figure 1). Since she is still unfamiliar with WordPress,
she decides to search on the Internet for screencasts about “how
to add menus to WordPress”. While watching a screencast for this
scenario, the narrator briefly highlights a WordPress bug related
to the feature’s implementation. Sara decides to contribute to the
WordPress project by fixing the bug described in the screencast.
For her to be able to fix this bug, she first has to locate the source
code relevant to the screencast content.

While feature location from textual documents such as require-
ments is an established field [14], such techniques cannot directly
be applied to content from screencasts, due to a number of major
challenges:

The abstraction level: The content of a screencast is typically
captured by a narrator who is describing verbally (through speech)
and images (by visually demonstrating) the screencast content.
As a result, the content representation in a screencast differs sig-
nificantly from other software artifacts, where content is often
captured in structured or semi-structured formats that simplify the
linking of content across these structured artifacts. Furthermore,
even technical screencasts tend to be at a higher level of abstraction,
only sparsely providing low-level implementation details of the
demonstrated features.

Dynamic vs. Static: Screencasts are dynamic by nature, i.e.,
every couple of image frames the screen changes as the narrator
is manipulating the GUI of the demonstrated software applica-
tion [37]. In contrast, the source code of the demonstrated version
of the software application is static, with feature implementations
crosscutting multiple methods, files or even components of a sys-
tem [20]. This crosscutting makes it inherently difficult to manually
identify and link code fragments relevant to the dynamic content
of a screencast shown at some point in a screencast.

Figure 1: How source code feature location within
screencasts helps WordPress users or developers.

Information resources: Screencasts can contain different in-
formation resources (e.g., images, speech, captions, sequence of
GUI events, user actions) [28], which differ significantly from those
found in source code (e.g., language-specific syntax, comments,
function names, identifiers, file names, string literals). However,
the availability and quality of the screencasts’ resources will differ
from screencast to screencast.

3 FEATURE LOCATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present a general overview of our proposed
methodology for source code feature location using tutorial screen-
casts. Given a set of screencasts related to a given feature (use-case
scenario), our objective is to locate the source code artifacts exe-
cuted by it. The proposed methodology (Figure 2) is independent
of the underlying application or use-case and includes three main
steps. Before outlining each of these steps in more detail, we de-
scribe first the datasets involved.

3.1 Data Sets
We use two types of data sets: data extracted from screencasts and
source code data. As explained by MacLeod et al. [28], there are
various important elements of information inside screencasts. In
what follows, we discuss their potential use for feature location:

• Speech: Tutorial screencasts often have a narrator who ex-
plains each step of a feature (use-case scenario), while demon-
strating the feature on screen. Generally, parts of the speech
not only will match labels or content in the image frames
shown in the screencast but also keywords found in the
source code. Figure 3 shows an example of such matching
keywords between screencast content (top) and source code
(bottom half).

• GUI frames: Screencasts capture the GUI interactions with
a software application, with each screencast containing a
long sequence of images (frames) played at a constant frame
rate. Since a typical GUI contains both textual and graphi-
cal information, the GUI text on a screencast frame can be
matched to corresponding string literals in the source code,
unless this content is generated dynamically at run-time (e.g.,
user input). Furthermore, icons and graphical information
such as edges, layout of the visual content and color changes
that occur in an image frame can be used as visual informa-
tion clues to identify what particular parts of a feature the
narrator is currently focusing on.
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Figure 2: Methodology for feature location from screencast data.

Figure 3: Matching keywords between speech, GUI and
source code.

• User actions: The screen shown by a tutorial screencast and
the textual, graphical and speech information that it contains
dynamically change as a result of the narrator’s actions in
the screencast, such as pressing a button, clicking on a menu
item or opening another window. These actions make up the
different steps of a use-case scenario and often correspond
to event handlers and GUI widget labels in the source code.

• Sequence of events: The order in which user actions occur in a
screencast forms a sequence of events that can provide both
essential use-case steps (common across all screencasts of a
given scenario) or optional (occurring only in a few screen-
casts of the scenario). This sequence could correspond to a
chain of event handler executions or sometimes a function
call graph.

• Metadata: When screencasts are uploaded to video portals
like YouTube, they are typically provided with a title, descrip-
tion, upload date, comments, number of likes and dislikes,
closed captioning (if enabled) and other information related

to the screencast. Such metadata provides additional infor-
mation for linking screencast and source code content.

Our second data set corresponds to the source code of the soft-
ware release exercised in the screencasts. In contrast to the screen-
cast dataset, the textual code information is straightforward to
extract from the software’s version control system. Yet, since it
mostly contains low-level information such as source code text and
comments, the extraction and abstraction of semantic information
from the code is inherently difficult. Given this semantic mismatch
between the vocabulary used by screencasts and by the source
code, one should exploit any source code information hinting at
semantics of the developers’ objectives [1, 9, 26, 39], such as:

• Source code comments: Comments explain or annotate parts
of the source code, usually in higher-level terms than the
code itself.

• Variables and identifiers: Variable names usually relate to the
scenario-related information stored within them.

• String literals: Static string literals often appear on GUI wid-
gets.

• Method and class names: Developers choose class names and
method names closer to the software’s domain.

• File names: In the absence of object oriented code, file names
are another useful source of information for feature location.

3.2 Extracting Relevant Text from Source Code
and Screencasts

Source Code Preprocessing: For every source code file, we ex-
tract the source code elements mentioned above using Exuberant
Ctags [18], then further process them by removing noise in the
form of special characters, numbers, punctuations and stop words.
Finally, we also perform stemming on the remaining tokens.

Screencast Preprocessing: Screencasts are composed of an
audio component and image frames. In what follows, we describe
how we extract the speech and GUI data.
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Speech: Tutorial screencasts usually have a narrator who explains
the steps involved in performing a certain feature (use-case sce-
nario). For screencasts with closed captioning available, text extrac-
tion tools can be used to extract a screencast’s subtitle. For screen-
casts published without closed captioning, automatic speech recog-
nition tools to transcribe the speech information can be used [33].
Once the transcribed text is available, the same preprocessing steps
as for source code can be performed.

Image processing and user actions: To extract text from video
frames, one needs to first extract key image frames of the screen-
casts, then extract text fragments from them relevant to the use-case
scenario. Such relevant text fragments typically are either found in
the image frames or in text/labels associated with them. Given the
many frames within a typical video, only those in which a major
event happens (e.g., mouse click or button press) should be targeted.

Unfortunately, identifying these text fragments and frames is the
most challenging data to obtain. We experimented with three dif-
ferent image processing approaches, before settling with a simpler,
textual approach. First, we used Template Matching [7], where one
should provide a template image of a mouse pointer (both the click-
ing and neutral version) to be able to automatically locate the mouse
pointer in video frames and any mouse actions being performed.
We also experimented with image pixel subtraction [34],which sub-
tracts the pixels of neighboring frames to detect changes occurring
between image frames, typically caused by mouse movements. Fi-
nally, we also used connected components detection [35], which
exploits the fact that neighboring pixels typically have similar pixel
values to locate different logical areas in the image frames (e.g., a
“text field”, or “button”).

However, the above image processing approaches have a num-
ber of drawbacks, namely large overhead, strong dependence on
image quality or resolution, and possible information loss due to
image binarization or transformations. For example, if we binarize
a colored image, it will be transformed to a black and white image.
Areas with light background and white text will vanish. Similarly,
the template matching technique fails due to users customizing
their mouse pointer as well as due to the mouse pointer hiding the
label of the clicked button during the actual clicking motion.

Instead, we opted for a simpler, pure textual approach, where we
directly perform commonOptical Character Recognition (OCR) [11]
on each frame to recognize all the text on the frame, then subtract
the text (instead of the pixels) of every 2 subsequent image frames:

Di f f = Text(imдi ) −Text(imдi−1) (1)

The OCR returns all the text enclosed within neighboring pixels
on the images as a sentence or word along with the coordinates of
the words on the images. An advantage of this approach is that it
only uses a bag of words during the analysis. For example, if a user
clicks on a button, the GUI will change to open a dialog menu or
new text field, which will be reflected in the text recovered through
OCR. Di f f then contains the bag of words shown on the second
image frame (Text(imдi )) but not on the first one (Text(imдi−1)).
Figure 4 illustrates how the above algorithm works.

3.3 Extracting Structured Information from
Source Code and Screencast Text

To extract additional semantic structures from the textual source
code and screencast data, we apply topic modeling using Latent

Figure 4: GUI text difference after a user action happens.

Figure 5: Log likelihood values vs. Number of Topics (K).

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6]. This is an unsupervised statistical
approach that models semantics of words based on topics. Each
latent topic is characterized by a statistical distribution over a bag
of words, and documents are represented as random mixtures over
these topics. As such, LDA allows to transform each document
into vectors of topic probabilities, which are then compared to each
other. In our case, documents are either source code files or text files
containing information (GUI, speech or both) from a screencast.

To use LDA, one needs to first determine the number of topics to
be used in the topic modeling process. The smaller the corpus, the
fewer topics should be generated [26].We applied the approach used
by Thomas et al. [44], who suggest to use different numbers of topics
and evaluate the resulting models based on the topics’ log likelihood
values. The optimal number of topics is determined by the point
where the log likelihood values start to get diminishing returns (i.e.,
a “knee” in the corresponding plot), which represents a good balance
between topic richness and overspecialized topics (Figure 5). The
quality of the topic modeling also depends on the quality of the data
used as input. During our initial evaluation of the topic modeling
approach, we observed that even after our preprocessing steps, the
screencast data still requires additional preprocessing. In particular,
in a single screencast document containing GUI, speech or both
kinds of data, certain words might be less important yet occur more
frequently than a word crucial to the use-case scenario under study.
Such frequent words often occur throughout the dataset and not
only in a single document. Therefore, one would want to rebalance
the occurrences of words within documents. In the specific case of
a screencast document containing both GUI and speech data, such
rebalancing also helps to avoid that the more voluminous GUI data
would dominate the speech data.

For this rebalancing, we use a weighting algorithm to modify the
frequency of the words in a screencast document. The well-known
tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) [31] approach
does not apply in our case, since it weights down frequent terms (in
favour of important words that are rare across the whole corpus),
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yet in our case frequent words (e.g., “post”, “menu”, “add” or “new”)
often turn out to be good indicators for feature location. Hence,
in a preliminary study, applying the tf-idf term weighting on the
datasets resulted in poor performance of the approach.

Instead, we focused on rank-order weighting approaches [41],
which consider the rank of each term in a document according
to some ranking formula involving the term frequency of each
word. Since LDA works based on the co-occurrence frequency
of the words, this way we can increase the chance of documents
containing terms relevant to the scenario to appear as top hits. In
particular, we use the Rank-Order Centroid (ROC) approach, which
is generally considered to be the most accurate [41]. This approach
assumes that the weights are uniformly distributed in a way that
wr1 ≥ wr2 ≥ · · · ≥ wrn , wherewr1 +wr2 + · · ·+wrn = 1 and ri is a
rank position ofwri . The weights are calculated using the following
formula:

Wj =
1
n

n∑
k=j

1
rk

(2)

. . . , where n is the number of unique terms in the whole screen-
cast corpus and rank r j is calculated based on the descending order
of the frequency of the terms in the original corpus. Here, the top
term has j = 1 and gets more terms in the summation than the
last one, where k = n. For instance, imagine the corpus comprises
{(menu, 3), (open, 2), (project, 1)}. The word “menu” has the highest
term frequency and therefore the highest rank (1), yielding a ROC
value of 0.6.

The terms of each GUI, speech or GUI/speech document, ex-
tracted from each screencast in the corpus will be ranked, in a
descending order, based on their term frequencies within the docu-
ment. We then modify the term frequencies in the documents of
each screencast in the dataset using the following formula:

New_TFj = round(TFj ×
1
r j
) (3)

Here, the round() function, rounds off the new value ofNew_TFj
to the nearest integer. In our example, New_TFmenu is calculated
as round(3 × 1

1 ) = 3. The idea is that wherever the term “menu”
occurs in the text, we repeat it 3 times. Using this approach, the fre-
quency of the important terms increases. At the same time, ROC’s
assumption of uniformly distributed weightsWj guarantees that
less important (i.e., irrelevant) words will be either way less fre-
quent than the important ones or removed from the document
(New_TFj = 0). For example, the term “open” obtains a new term
frequency value of 1, and “project” obtains 0 (marking it for removal
from the document).

After determining the number of topics and possible rebalancing
of terms within the GUI and/or speech documents, we then train a
topic model using the source code corpus, which creates document-
topic vectors from the source code documents. Each element of
these vectors corresponds to the probability that a given topic
occurs in a document. Then, we use the trained topic model to
infer the topics of a new document, in this case the GUI and/or
speech text extracted from a screencast (using formula (1) applied
on all images of a single screencast). The inferred screencast topics
again yield document-topic vectors, this time for the screencast
documents.

3.4 Source Code Feature Location using
Screencasts

Themethodology of Figure 2 performs feature location using screen-
casts as queries and source code as corpus. For this, we use the
cosine similarity measure [30] to compare the document-topic vec-
tor of a screencast with each document-topic vector of the source
code corpus obtained in the previous step. Then, the source code
vectors are ranked from highest to lowest similarity with the screen-
cast vector. Ideally, the highest ranked vector should correspond to
a file most closely related to the screencast’s use-case scenario, and
hence be a starting point (seed) for feature location.

4 CASE STUDY SETUP
In this section, we evaluate our feature location methodology to
address the following research questions:

• RQ1. How accurately can source code files be located from
screencasts?

• RQ2. What is the optimal balance between GUI and speech
data for feature location?

• RQ3. Do we need both speech and GUI text to perform
feature location?

4.1 Data Preparation
For our case study, we considered the popular WordPress open
source project, for which many screencasts are available on sites
like YouTube. Unfortunately, not all of these screencasts are of
equally high quality. To have a higher accuracy, we only considered
High Definition (HD) videos. Furthermore, our case study requires
multiple screencasts on a common scenario, ideally on the same
version of WordPress. Hence, to make sure enough screencasts
would be available, we performed different queries on YouTube to
find the most popular use-case scenarios of WordPress. Then, for
each use-case, we searched for the relevant screencasts on YouTube
and grouped them by upload year. The upload year with the most
HD screencasts relevant to the same use-cases was 2015, which is
they year in which WordPress 4.3 was released.

We found out that “How to add menus to WordPress” and “How
to create a post in WordPress” are the 2 most common use-cases
whose videos also meet our criteria. The first scenario considers an
administrative task in WordPress in which the user inputs only a
limited amount of text, while the second scenario requires the user
to enter a substantial amount of text, possibly in another language.
Hence, the second scenario provides more noisy data, which is
bound to provide a larger challenge for our approach than the
first scenario. This will allow us to explore the applicability of the
approach on videos with different quality or signal-to-noise ratios.

To avoid having unbalanced data, by mixing too long and too
short videos in the dataset, we specified a range between 2 to 8
minutes for the duration of the videos. Therefore, maximumnumber
of screencasts that could be found for both use-case scenarios was 5,
we downloaded 5 screencasts using the same version of WordPress
(version 4.3). Having lengthy videos would lead to having more
noise and also would require more resources to be preprocessed.

We downloaded version 4.3 of WordPress from the project’s
GitHub repository, and used Exuberant Ctags to extract the required
source code data. The code base consisted of 554 PHP files, with
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median size of 162 lines of code (25th/75th percentiles of 52 and
511).

4.2 Applying our Methodology
For this study, we focused on the following screencast data: user
actions, the GUI text and the narrator speech. As explained in Sec-
tion 3.1, the other data elements of screencasts are more challenging
to extract and left as future work.

Since closed captioning was not enabled for the screencasts in
our data set, we used IBM Watson’s speech-to-text service [42] to
automatically transcribe the audio part of the screencast. Moslehi
et al. manually compared this service against 4 other services or
tools, obtaining the highest precision and recall values (0.75 and
0.88 respectively) [33].

Regarding the visual content of the screencasts, we extracted
image frames at 1 frame per second rate using FFmpeg [19], yielding
1,561 video frames to be analyzed for the Menu screencasts and 749
for the Post screencasts. We then OCRed the frames to obtain their
textual content. To perform OCR, we first explored the Tesseract
tool [43] used by Ponzanelli et al. [37]. However, it has a number
of limitations, such as the need to improve the quality of images
by removing the image background, to keep only the areas with
text or to resize the images. Resolving these issues either resulted
in data set-specific scripts or substantial manual effort.

Instead, we opted for Google Vision API’s Text Recognition
service [21]. It does not require these preprocessing steps and is
able to recognize and output the text on the images along with
the (x,y) coordinates of the area in which the text appears. It also
outputs a confidence score with the OCRed text, which can be used
to filter out false positives. A nice characteristic of our textual frame
diff-ing approach in (1) is that incorrect OCR output might still be
discarded if it occurs across all the frames.

We usedMALLET [29], a popular topic modeling tool, to perform
LDA. To determine the best number of topics for the experiments,
we split the source code dataset into 90% training and 10% test
portion. We used MALLET’s evaluate-topic command on the test
data for a range of topics. By evaluating the models based on their
log likelihood values, we obtained Figure 5. This figure allows to
find the “knee” point K where one gets diminishing returns in log
likelihood as we increase the number of topics. In this case, K = 80,
which is the number of topics used in our case study.

4.3 Evaluation Measures
The retrieved ranking results will be evaluated against an oracle
(baseline) created by manually executing the essential steps of a
use-case scenario (shared amongst all screencasts of a scenario) and
generating an execution trace using Xdebug [48], which is a popular
PHP profiler. The execution trace then was parsed to extract the
PHP files whose functions were called.

Some extracted source code files are common across both ana-
lyzed scenarios of WordPress and form the “All” baseline. Other
files are unique to a given scenario and hence more indicative of
that scenario. We call this set of files the “Unique” baseline. Note
that, while the files in the All baseline are shared between different
scenarios, in each one of them a different subset of methods could
be executed, since the granularity of our analysis is file-level. We
consider the Unique baseline to be more relevant to the technical

implementation of the essential steps in a scenario, while files in
the All baseline tend to be closer to the high-level implementations
of the scenario. Therefore, we consider both baselines in our study.

Since feature location aims to find the starting point (seed) in the
source code for manual exploration, we use evaluation measures
that are able to assess the ability of the approach in retrieving true
positives at the top of the result set [23]. In other words, since the
goal is not to retrieve all relevant results, we did not consider recall
for evaluation purposes, but instead used Average Precision (AP)
and Reciprocal Rank (RR):

AP =
1
|R |

n∑
k ∈R

Precision at k (4)

RR =
1

rank of the first tp
(5)

. . . , where R is the set of all relevant retrieved items and k is
the number of retrieved items. We use AP, since it considers the
position of the true positives in the ranking. This mainly helps
in ranking applications such as feature location where relevant
items occur among top hits of the search results, since the users of
feature location tend to only browse the first page, i.e., the top 10
hits. We chose AP over the “Precision at k” measure, because AP is
generalizable over multiple queries (values ofk)— if we calculate the
mean value for all queries— and it can compute precision at every
correctly returned result. For instance, to have a fair evaluation
using “Precision at 10”, at least 10 actual relevant items must exist
in the corpus for all executed queries [23], while we may not have
this number of relevant items in our corpus for each query.

We also use RR, since it considers the position of the first true
positive in the search results, and is best applied when one has
very few true positives, some of which occurring in the top k of
the search results. In feature location, we indeed risk to have a low
number of true positives, since we are looking for the top ranked
result across different levels of abstraction (GUI and Speech text
versus source code text). In such cases, the AP measure by itself is
not enough, since its value depends on the ranks of all true positives.
Therefore, having true positives at the bottom of the top k list will
penalize the value of AP, and RR should be used as a complementary
measure to AP.

In general, RR can be used to evaluate whether the most relevant
hits are among the top ones, while AP can be used to find out how
well the approach is able to retrieve the relevant results and rank
them among top hits.

5 CASE STUDY RESULTS
5.1 RQ1. How accurately can source code files

be located from screencasts?
To answer this research question, we focus on the leftmost blue
boxplots on Figure 6 and 7 (i.e., “na.gs”), which shows the results
when both GUI and speech data are used as is (without rebalancing).

Results on “menu” Scenario: Figure 6 shows that the median
AP for the All baseline is 0.8 and for the Unique baseline is
0.55, which means that for the All baseline, every 5th result will
be a false positive, while for the Unique baseline every 3rd or 4th
item on the search results will be a false positive. Having an AP
of more than 0.5 means that we have more true positives than
false positives in the top 10 hits, which is a good sign for a feature
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(a) Menu - Average Precision - All Baseline (b) Menu - Reciprocal Rank - All Baseline

(c) Menu - Average Precision - Unique Baseline (d) Menu - Reciprocal Rank - Unique Baseline

Figure 6: Boxplots of RR and AP for the Menu scenario evaluated against All and Unique execution trace files, using both
GUI/speech data (“gs”), only GUI (“g”) or speech (“s”), either with weighted (“w”) or original (“na”) metrics.

Table 1: Random guess probability of the baseline files out
of the total corpus of 554 source code files.

use-case Scenario Baseline #files Random Guess

Post All 92 0.17
Unique 14 0.03

Menu All 92 0.17
Unique 13 0.02

location approach. Considering that there are only 13 PHP files in
the Unique baseline, having a median of only 3 or 4 false positives
in the top 10 hits means that the approach can give a higher rank
to the most relevant files.

More importantly, all screencasts had an RR value of 100%
for the All baseline, while half of them had such a high RR
value for theUnique baseline. The fact that the first true positive
in the majority of the cases has rank 1 indicates that the approach
provides useful seeds in this scenario.

Results on “post” Scenario: Figure 7 shows that the median
of RR is 100% for both baselines, which means that even when
using a noisy dataset such as the “post” scenario, the approach still
is able in the majority of cases to rank the most relevant result in
first position. Also, themedian of AP is 0.67 for theAll baseline
and 0.63 for the unique baseline, which means that we will have
more true positives than false positives in the top 10 hits.

Further evaluations for both baselines in Table 1 show that the
approach always outperforms random guessing, where one would
try to correctly guess all relevant files in each baseline.Conclusion:

In most of the cases, the approach can successfully rank the first
relevant item at the top of the result set when using both GUI and
speech dataset. In general, the results for the “menu” scenario are
more precise because there is less noise in this data set. Having less
noise (e.g., less user content input into the GUI) allows to have more
terms in common with the source code dataset. However, even for the
noisy scenario, the approach performs better than random guessing,
being able to retrieve more than 50% of the true positives in the top 10
results.

5.2 RQ2. What is the optimal balance between
GUI and speech data for feature location?

To answer this research question, we focus on the two blue boxplots
in the figures (“na.gs” and “w.gs”) to understand if adjusting the term
frequencies of the GUI/speech dataset using ROC (see Section 4.1),
improves the results.

Results on “menu” Scenario : The boxplots in Figure 6 show
that, when term frequencies are adjusted, the median of RR
for bothAll andUnique baselines is always 100%, whichmeans
that the approach is still able to rank the relevant results at the top
of the result set in most of the cases. Also in the Unique baseline,
all RR values are 100% with zero variance. This means that, in
this scenario, rebalancing the combined GUI and speech data of
screencasts improves the RR compared to the initial data.

Evaluation of AP values against the All baseline shows
that there is an overlap between the blue boxplots, which
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(a) Post - Average Precision - All Baseline (b) Post - Reciprocal Rank - All Baseline

(c) Post - Average Precision - Unique Baseline (d) Post - Reciprocal Rank - Unique Baseline

Figure 7: Boxplots of RR and AP for the Post scenario evaluated against All and Unique execution trace files, using both
GUI/speech data (“gs”), only GUI (“g”) or speech (“s”), either with weighted (“w”) or original (“na”) metrics.

means that applying a weighting method does not noticeably in-
crease the performance compared to the unweightedmethod. Never-
theless, in the unique scenario, applying a weightingmethod
increases the median AP by around 20%, which again means
that by modifying the frequency of the important terms perfor-
mance can be improved.

Results on “post” Scenario: Similar to the menu scenario, Fig-
ure 7 again shows that, for the All baseline, modifying the term
frequencies increases the median AP to 100% and yields an
RR value of 100% for all screencasts. However, applying the
weighting method on the speech and GUI dataset decreases
the median AP and RR for the Unique baseline. This contra-
dicting finding seems to stem from the fact that the weighted docu-
ments are shorter due to removal of less important words (noise)
and the fact that the weightsWj in equation (3) are smaller than
1 and hence decrease TFj , possibly leading to less occurrences of
words. As such, the shorter GUI/speech documents, whose words
typically are high-level, have more difficulty linking to the low-level
and technical source code documents in the Unique baseline (such
as post-new.php). Furthermore, that baseline contains only the files
unique to a given scenario.

This shows how reducing the amount of noise in the input data
can both improve or degenerate the results. Indeed, in the All base-
line there are files such as post.php that are ranked at the top of the
results since they contain methods related to the high-level aspects
of the scenario and therefore have a more similar term frequency
with the GUI and speech text.

Conclusion: In case of the “menu” scenario, which has less input
noise, applying a weighting method improves most of the AP and RR

results due to the presence of more similar terms with both high-level
and low-level vocabulary. However, in a more noisy scenario, weights
could lead to too many low-level terms to be filtered out, making it
harder to identify more technical scenario-specific files.

5.3 RQ3. Do we need both speech and GUI text
to perform feature location?

Here, we compare the performance of feature location using ei-
ther GUI (red boxplots) or speech (gray) screencast data to the
performance of using GUI/speech data together (blue).

Results on “menu” Scenario:
Using the speech dataset: The gray boxplots in Figure 6 show

that for both baselines the median AP and RR drop drasti-
cally to between 0.2 and 0.25. While still better than random
guessing (Table 1), the speech data set by itself does not seem
powerful enough. However, modifying the term frequencies
fixes these issues by increasing the median AP and RR val-
ues to 100%. It seems like the many noisy words in the unbalanced
speech data introduced false positives and negatives.Using the
GUI dataset: For both baselines, the median of RR is 100%,
while themedian AP value is around 0.85 for the All baseline
and 0.6 for the Unique baseline. In contrast to the speech-only
case, rebalancing the GUI-only screencast data does not change
these results much. Therefore, removing noisy words through re-
balancing had no major effect for the menu use-case.

Results on “post” Scenario:
Using the speech dataset: As the gray boxplots in Figure 7

show, the AP and RR performance again drops substantially
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for unbalanced speech data. The median of AP and RR is around
0.15 and 0.1 respectively for the All baseline, and plain 0 for the
Unique baseline! In contrast to the menu scenario, modifying the
term frequencies still fails to rank the first true positive at
the top of the hits, even though the median AP and RR are
increased for the All baseline. This again shows that noise in the
speech dataset (before adjusting term weights) and/or small data
volume (after adjusting termweights) could reduce the performance
of our approach because less terms are shared with the source code.

Using the GUI dataset: Similar to the speech-only data set for
the post scenario, themedianAP andRR for theGUI-only data
set is rather low for both baselines (around 0.5). While rebal-
ancing can fix this issue for the All baseline, increasing median AP
and RR to 100%, the performance for the Unique baseline us-
ing only GUI data cannot be repaired and even deteriorates.
Conclusion: In videos with relatively low noise levels, GUI data by it-
self suffices for effective feature location, while the speech data (which
typically is smaller) requires rebalancing to work. When screencasts
become more noisy, such as in the post scenario, the speech and GUI
data sets by themselves do not consistently perform well. Rebalanced
GUI data sets can work well for location of more high-level files (All
baseline), but not for more technical ones (Unique baseline), but only
when combined with speech data performance is more consistent.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
This work is the first attempt on using crowd-based tutorial screen-
casts for feature location. Our case study results show that the
approach can successfully locate relevant source code files using a
combination of the speech and GUI, or either dataset. Nonetheless,
there are some threats to external, internal and construct valid-
ity regarding the datasets and the methodology that need to be
addressed in future work.

External Validity. In this work, two datasets, each containing
5 screencasts of WordPress (the most popular CMS platform) are
used in the case studies. This limitation comes from the need to find
similar numbers of screencasts for different scenarios, on top of
additional criteria such as being uploaded in the same year (likely
sharing same WordPress version), being of high quality, and con-
taining both speech and GUI. Furthermore, we had to manually
validate the results of for example the text mined from speech
and image frames. Future work should consider more videos and
scenarios within the WordPress project and outside.

Furthermore, in this work we mined only textual screencast in-
formation from speech and GUI elements. We also captured user
actions through textual difference between every two subsequent
image frames, and from the source code we only used textual infor-
mation in the form of comments, identifiers, string literals and file
names. Although these information sources already provide promis-
ing results, incorporating other information sources, such as the
sequence of user events or for example call graphs from the source
code should be considered for further improving the approach. Ap-
plying the feature location approach on projects developed in other
programming languages can help evaluate its generalizability.

Our exploratory study considers file-level as granularity. Since
this requires the developers to spend more time to find the relevant
method in large source code files, future work should consider
method- or even line-level granularity.

Construct Validity. Our approach is able to successfully retrieve
relevant results in the top 10 hits of the feature location process.
However, the speech-to-text and OCR tools used in this work may
have noise or false positives in their output. To some extent, using
the ROC term weighting approach alleviates the effect of such
noise in the dataset. Nonetheless, to further reduce the effect of
such errors, one can extend the proposed approach by using more
advanced speech-to-text or OCR approaches.

Also, to extract text from the source code, using parsers that are
designed for a specific language (e.g., the PHP parser used in [17])
may help extracting more data with less noise. One other threat to
construct validity is the use of LDA on short documents. Applying
LDA approaches that are specifically designed for such documents
(e.g., [10, 24]) could improve the topic models.

Internal Validity. We used two types of baselines to evaluate
the performance of the approach. Since the creation of the Unique
baseline requires to compare the files shared across use-cases, con-
sidering more use-cases will reduce the size of the set of unique
files. In our evaluation, the exact size of the Unique baseline does
not matter, since we mainly compare the performance across the
All and Unique baselines instead of focusing only on the absolute
performance values. Also, we used log likelihood values for differ-
ent numbers of topics to determine the best number of topics to be
used in our experiments. Future work should explore the sensitivity
of the work to the number of topics in more detail.

7 RELATEDWORK
The increase in the usage of crowd-based tutorial screencasts to
learn software development related skills has motivated researchers
to analyze how and why these tutorials are created [27, 28] or
how to make their content searchable [37, 38]. Other work focused
on making it easier for users to understand the purpose of such
tutorials [16], or on helping screencast creators to produce videos
that are more relevant to what users need [27, 36]. While all of this
research (e.g., [3, 4, 16, 28, 33, 36–38]) focuses on creating, analyzing
and extracting information from screencasts, no research work has
used screencasts for feature location.

In what follows, we present closely related research in analyzing
screencasts and textual feature location (e.g., [5, 15, 26, 32, 45]).

7.1 Analyzing Software Engineering
Screencasts

The first study in the area of using crowd-based screencasts to share
and document developer knowledge was conducted by MacLeod
et al. [28]. They investigated the goals and techniques of devel-
opers in creating screencasts, and the benefits and challenges of
this type of knowledge sharing by analyzing 20 tutorial screen-
casts and interviewing 10 developer/YouTubers. They found that
by using screencasts developers demonstrate and share how to
customize a program, the challenges they encountered and their de-
velopment experiences, solutions to problems, how to apply design
patterns, and their programming language knowledge. They also
found that developers are creating these screencasts to promote
themselves and gain reputation by helping others. An extension of
this study [27] compared how Ruby on Rails screencasts are hosted
and shared on YouTube (a free platform) to how they are shared on
a formal screencast site like RailsCasts, which is a paid platform.
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Finally, they extracted guidelines for screencast creators to produce
clear and understandable screencasts.

There are other studies on the usage of crowd-based tutorial
screencasts in the software engineering domain. Amongst the ear-
liest research works in this area, Bao et al. [3, 4] developed a video
scraping tool, scvRipper, to automatically extract developers’ behav-
ior from screen-captured videos. They detect and extract actions of
a developer by employing key point based template matching to
detect visual cues in an image (e.g., icons that appear in a window).
Although scvRipper is not sensitive to screen resolutions and win-
dow color schema, the approach is database dependent since the
applications in screencasts need to use the same layout and window
structures, which reduces the generalizability of the approach.

The speech component of screencasts has been proven to be
highly informative by Moslehi et al. [33]. By leveraging informa-
tion extraction techniques (e.g., LDA), they only used spoken text
to extract the different steps of use-case scenarios. No image frame
content was exploited. Other work [36] classified tutorial video
comments using Support Vector Machines (SVM) in order to sum-
marize the comments to content creators.

The need for designing short video tutorials is addressed in [27,
37, 38]. Ponzanelli et al. [37, 38] developed an approach to extract
relevant fragments of software development tutorial videos and
link them to relevant StackOverflow discussions by mining the
(captioned) speech and GUI content of the video tutorials. In line
with the aforementioned works on software development tutorial
videos, Yadid et al. [49] developed an approach to extract code from
programming video tutorials to enable deep indexing of them. They
attempted to consolidate code across multiple image frames of the
videos and used statistical language models to make corrections on
the extracted code.

Escobar- Avila et al. [16] presented new text retrieval-based
tagging approaches, to help users to identify whether the content
of a tutorial might be relevant to their needs or not. In this paper,
we propose an approach that is database independent. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no research work on linking high-level
information of how-to screencasts (i.e., speech and GUI text) to the
source code of a software project.

7.2 Text Retrieval-based Feature Location
Several feature location techniques have been proposed that use
different types of information in source code or different user inputs.
We refer to elsewhere for a detailed overview [14], however here we
discuss the relevant work that, similar to ours, takes the user input
andmaps it to the textual information of source code (i.e., comments,
identifiers, etc.) using information retrieval (IR) or natural language
processing (NLP) approaches.

Marcus et al. [32] leveraged Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [13]
to find semantic similarities between a query that is either auto-
matically generated or provided by the user to locate source code
features. Van der Spek et al. [45] also used LSI to find features in
source code. They applied different preprocessing and text normal-
ization methods, such as stemming, stop word removal of common
terms and term weighting to the datasets and evaluated their effect.
The term weighting approach they used is different from ours, since
they aim for finding a balance between having frequent and rare

words. Instead, since we use LDA, which works based on the co-
occurrence frequency of terms, we aimed for keeping more frequent
terms in the dataset and considered rare ones as noise.

To improve feature location results and overcome limitations of
applying tf-idf in source code-related text in the preprocessing step,
Bassett et al. [5] proposed a new term weighting technique that
uses the structural information in the source code (i.e., function
names and method calls extracted from call graphs). They applied
an LDA-based approach to evaluate their technique and found more
accurate results. Eddy et al. [15] expanded this work and explored
a broader range of variables in source code (e.g., leading comments,
method names, parameters, body comments, and local variables)
and weighted them according to their position in a method. How-
ever, these approaches are programming language-specific and
mostly suitable for feature location using low-level information,
while in our work we try to link high-level information that appears
in screencasts to the source code. Also, Basset et al. [5] only use
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as an evaluation measure, while we
use RR and Average Precision (AP) to evaluate the the approach.

Lukins et al. [26] proposed an LDA-based bug localization tech-
nique using user-provided queries that are formulated out of bug
reports. They evaluated their approach by calculating the percent-
age of the bug queries whose first relevant result is in the top 10 or
top 1,000 results, which requires the baseline to have at least 10 or
1,000 actual relevant items.

None of the above studies use speech and GUI content of a
screencast as input of feature location. We also used a different
preprocessing technique to rebalance the query dataset. Further-
more, we used 2 complementary measures in our evaluations to
get a better insight into the success of the approach.

8 CONCLUSION
This work presents the first feature location approach that uses
crowd-based screencasts of a given use-case scenario to locate the
scenario’s implementation in the source code. Our methodology
takes as input source code-level textual information (e.g., comments,
identifiers and string literals) and the high-level text extracted from
the audio and visual components of screencasts (i.e., speech and GUI
text). It uses LDA to structure this information to output seeds in
the source code that could form a good starting point for exploring
the implementation of the screencasts’ scenarios.

In case studies on 10 Wordpress screencasts spread across two
scenarios, we evaluated the success of the approach in retrieving
the most relevant result at the top 10 search results. We then ex-
amined how modifying term frequencies, based on the importance
of the terms, affects the feature location results. Eventually, we de-
termined which information source from screencasts (GUI, speech,
or a combination of both) is sufficient to be used in the feature
location process.

In general, our findings show that a combination of GUI and
speech data performs well across different levels of noise in the
screencasts, while a GUI-only data set with rebalanced terms could
still perform well in screencasts with limited amounts of noise. Fu-
ture work should analyze screencasts belonging to different scenar-
ios and software applications. Since we now have established that
screencasts carry enough textual signal, future work should also
compare our approach with other text retrieval-based approaches
for feature location.
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